Privacy Statement
This document is an electronic record in terms of applicable Information Technology laws and the
amended provisions pertaining to electronic records in various allied statutes as amended pursuant to the
Information Technology laws. This electronic record has been generated by a computer system and does
not require any authentication.
1. Introduction:
Your privacy is valuable for us. We do not sell or forward or rent your personal information what you
share with MyPrabandha, to any third party for any purposes like marketing etc. without your explicit
consent. This statement of privacy is applicable to all our services available under the domain name
www.MyPrabandha.com. Your use of MyPrabandha app signifies your acceptance of the MyPrabandha
Privacy Statement.
MYPRABANDHA strives to comply with applicable laws that are designed to protect your privacy.
Any interpretation of the terms of this Privacy Policy shall be in consonance with the “terms of use”.
The people associated with MyPrabandha app shall be admin/school principals, teachers, students and
parents. The schools admin will take up the responsibility of creating the login credentials for faculty,
students and parents associated with his school/institution/organization. The school admin will thereby
share the credentials with each of the users mentioned before, securely. MyPrabandha assures that the
credentials created by taking user information are highly secured without any chance of misuse.
2. MYPRABANDHA’s Principles to protect Privacy
In order to protect your privacy, MyPrabandha has adopted the following principles:
a) Security
b) Access/Accuracy
a) Wherever your Personal Information may be held within MyPrabandha, the company intends to take
reasonable steps to protect it from unauthorized access or disclosure. MyPrabandha is committed to
protecting the security of your personal information. We use a variety of security technologies and
procedures to help protect your personal information from unauthorized access, use, or disclosure. For
example, we store the personal information you provide on computer systems with limited access, which
are located in controlled facilities. When we transmit highly confidential information (such as a credit
card number or password) over the Internet, we protect it through the use of encryption, such as the
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol.
(b) Access/Accuracy
To the extent that you do provide MYPRABANDHA with Personal Information, MYPRABANDHA
wishes to maintain accurate Personal Information. Where MYPRABANDHA collects Personal
Information from you on the Site, its aim is to provide a means of contacting MYPRABANDHA should
you need to update or correct that Information. If for any reason those means are unavailable or
inaccessible, you may send updates and corrections about your Personal Information to
privacy@MYPRABANDHA.com and MYPRABANDHA will make reasonable efforts to incorporate the
changes.
3. Your Consent
By using this Web site, you consent to the terms of MYPRABANDHA’s Privacy Policy and to
MYPRABANDHA's processing of Personal Information for the purposes given above. There are times,
however, when MYPRABANDHA may need information from you, such as your name and address.
When information is needed, MYPRABANDHA will try (but is not obligated) to let you know at the time
of collection, how it will use the personal information. Usually, the personal information

MYPRABANDHA collects is used only by it to respond to your inquiry, process an order or allow you to
access specific account information
4. Affiliated/connected sites Personal information that you provide to those sites may be sent to MYPRABANDHA in order to deliver
the service. We process such information in accordance with this Policy.
5. Cookies:
The cookies installed by the MYPRABANDHA shall be exclusively for the purpose of retrieving
information from you which pertain to be useful for the only for the sake of authentication purpose.
6. Changes in privacy policy
Please note that this Privacy Policy may change from time to time. We will not reduce your rights under
this Policy without your explicit consent, and we expect most such changes will be minor. Regardless, we
will post any Policy changes on this page and, if the changes are significant, we will provide a more
prominent notice. Each version of this Policy will be identified with a notification to the users by its
effective date. This information will also be updated in Google Play Store very clearly.
If you have any questions or concerns about this Policy, please feel free to contact us any time through
this web site or
support@MyPrabandha.com.
7. Questions or Suggestions
If you have any questions about MYPRABANDHA Privacy Policy, collection, use, or disclosure of your
personal information, please e-mail us at support@MyPrabandha.com. MYPRABANDHA reserves its
right to change, modify or update this privacy statement at any time without notice.
About MYPRABANDHA
MyPrabandha is an application exceptionally designed with a concrete plan, analyzing and fulfilling every
possible user requirement, predominantly for people associated with schools to access information
directly on devices convenient to them. The application build is accessible on android mobiles, iOS
mobiles, and desktops. It is developed in response to growing digital communication required for school
communities. MyPrabandha delivers information directly to principals, parents, teachers, and students
updating information regarding all school-related activities. Parents can stay connected to schools and
communicate whenever they feel to know about your child’s performance. With our fully integrated
application, we have managed to combine all school related information all at one place. This application
is useful to principals, teachers, parents, and students. Faculty can update information pertaining to
forthcoming events, homework, answer to queries, attendance. Likewise, the admin can approve e-books
posted by students and update scheduled timetable, plan exam syllabus and share notification about
events. This helps the parents to check their children report and suggestions with respect to a faculty or a
class or subject even by sitting at their homes. Students can also access the application wherein, they can
post complaints and suggestions, write exams, share their talents and skills.

